
surge decks

Much has changed here in the past ten years. From 
management processes accessing information on 
the daily consumption of the mill or fuel consump-
tion of a machine working in the yard or a service 
issue developing on a machine, all from your desk.

What is important is how you use this newfound 
technology to help make wiser more informed de-
cisions improving productivity and the workplace 
environment. 

Each and every step we take is driven to im-
prove safety and shareholder value

technology

Always keep your eyes wide open for options that 
you had not tried before. At one time we had one 
or two brands to choose from, and it kept our 
comfort level high. Today we have a chorus of op-
tions to choose from.

Low initial price should never dictate purchase 
decisions alone. Will the machine fit for your site. 
Enhance productivity, full safety features, low fuel 
consumption plus a guarantee to be a good fit for 
your site?

Is it easy to work on and will I get the support and 
service I deserve? Will I get the longevity out of the 
machine, do you have a target in mind?

For long or CTL wood operations these machines 
are still being manufactured and used throughout 
Canada.

Have lots of room to work with very good visual for 
the machine operators. Flat surfaces enhance pro-
ductivity, safety and reduce machine maintenance.

machinery

Market conditions have never changed faster than 
they are today, and I suspect that will not slow 
down going forward in time.

The wood that gets delivered to your yard is all 
you have to work with and is your asset to look 
after. Make sure you have a clear understanding 
of what size, length and species by volume the 
loggers intend on delivering to you that season. 
It is the only way you can organize your yard 
with some sense of confidence. Deliver inventory 
reports to the mill daily on wood delivered and 
consumed in the mill.

Lay it out so that all types and sizes are readily 
accessible when requested by the mill keeping an 
eye on the FIFO (First In, First Out) principle.

Flexibility to 
changing market 
conditions

Stack high and tight to reduce inventory footprint, get 
inventories closer to the in feeds and increase storage 
space where yard space is limited. Having your inven-
tory this tight also helps preserve it against the sun 
during hot dry weather.

Look at every aspect of cost reduction that 
makes sense, but cut too deep and you will 
hinder your ability to adapt for changing market 
conditions and future planning. 

You should never have spare machines around 
the mill yard. If you cannot get in the high 90% 
uptime, your equipment is too long in the tooth 
and you should look at upgrading.

Make sure you keep track of your fuel cost by 
machine per shift. New machines have this 
ability using satellite uplink to your laptop. Most 
will generate reports daily, weekly or monthly as 
required.

cost reductions

All though the majority of wood is coming into our 
mills as CTL there still is a significant amount still 
being delivered as long wood and is bundled. I did 
not see any bundled wood higher than four high—
however I also did not travel to every mill.
Caution must be taken when merchandising this 
method, more room is needed to process the wood 
and breakage percentages can be higher by volume.

These need to be close to the infeed decks and have 
enough of the right sized and species wood to keep 
the mill continuously fed in case of slow truck deliver-
ies or a stoppage in inventory retrieval.

Achieving the right profile attainment for each mill. 
Market profiling and accurate forecasting. Follow what 
inventory mix your mill runs best with to attain opti-
mum production output. Attain highest shareholder 
value with using available assetts.

The first in and first out principle is a 
must to practice low cost yard opera-
tion. Reducing old inventory damage 
provides enhancement to your mills 
bottom line.

The new log yard structure and the 
advent of material handlers gives us 
the ability to inventory more utilizing 
less space. The goal is to bring the log 
inventory closer to the infeed deck, less 
cost for handling.

Every yard manager is sometimes chal-
lenged to use the first in, first out inventory 
principal due to constantly changing mill 
priorities. Here is an example of what can 
happen when wood is left a bit too long.

inventory

underFoot 
conditions

2850C loader handling yard long wood inventory 
plus unloading trucks in very wet underfoot  
conditions.

Log yard ground conditions plays a significant role 
in a log yard’s overall performance. It effects pro-
ductivity; machine repair and maintenance costs and 
is hard on operators. Look at what can be done to 
improve this situation.

All stakeholders should be involved in this conversa-
tion, good ideas can come from anyone. You never 
know who will come up with a great idea.

When putting together an improvement plan, put 
real numbers in your justification, get quotes. What 
will be the up side, use hard facts and put down on 
paper. What is the ROI on log yard improvement proj-
ects and will the project pay for itself in a reasonable 
period of time?

Check it over again, your name will be on this justifica-
tion, what realistic return to the shareholders will this 
project give them and can it be done in stages over 
time. Do your homework, fix your yard.

the mills four days on and three off for maintenance. I am suggesting 
a shift, from October 1st until the 1st of March, run five and two. This 
will gain the industry 21 working days, enough to look after the issues 
brought on by environmental changes.

Finding Valuable Fibre in log Yard
• Yard waste is an ongoing concern. New screening and separation plants 

have been designed  to help mill yards deal with bark accumulations, 
rock contamination, chunks and broken logs. This can turn a  huge cost 
into something that can not only be recycled and put to good use, but is 
also modestly profitable.

• Yard waste goes in and the mobile plant separates the product into sev-
eral piles. Hog fuel/bark, fines, rock and gravel and white wood suitable 
for chipping. Fines and bark can be resold into the landscaping industry 
while the gravel can be used into yard maintenance. Everyone wins.

environmental

Mill yard waste, you can find this in every yard. The new screening plants have 
been developed to deal with this environmental hazard.

Shorter SeaSon 
• 20 years ago this topic was not much 

of a concern, you could always count 
on the weather, it will be cold when you 
expect it and spring happens in April 
and May.

• Today, you cannot count on this. Global Warming is having an impact on mil-
lyards. Spring is getting longer and earlier, frozen ground less of it.

• A change has been needed in the way we harvest and store our wood. Some 
satellite yards are being used but these increase handling costs & breakage.  
You need to be able to handle more wood in a shorter window to have enough 
for your mill during non-hauling months.

• May I make a suggestion: rather than operate the same way we have for years 
perhaps change the way we operate our mills and yards. Some companies run 

surge decks

By far the number one priority for all work sites. 
No longer are work related injuries tolerated and 
all are preventable. 

Huge culture change with new safety practices 
and processes put in place. Driven from the top 
down, everyone gets involved and everyone 
has a voice in this new world of a safety 
conscious industry.

All visitors report to the site office and 
sign in before proceeding into the yard. 
You must also sign out when leaving.

Safety gear to be worn at all times. Hard 
hat, safety glasses, steel toed boots, hi 
vis vest, gloves and a radio or guide.

saFety

Mill yard safety 
practice to 
keep grapple 
forks flat on the 
ground while 
the machine is 
not being used 
and no one is 
in the cab. In 
the background 
load scaling is 
underway.

Safety suggestion as per manufacturer for material handlers. When posi-
tioning a material handler to work and positioning the down arms, do not lift 
the machine all the way off the tires. The down arms should take 80% of the 
weight while the tires about 20%, eight point of contact is better than four.

Keeping the 
pad space by 
the mill yard 
shop clean 
and tidy. 
Keeps it safe 
for everyone 
involved.

Example of an 
environmen-
tally sound 
fuel filling 
station in the 
mill yard.

All active yard personnel need to have a 
radio with them at all times. Announce 
where you are going and listen for ev-
eryone else. Remember, safety first.

Practice up to date site meetings and 
make sure all stakeholders are informed. 
Any changes to any aspect of the mill yard should be delivered verbally and in 
writing.

communication

Seen this practice often at 
several mills. Operators 
running loaded with the load 
high in the air. The mill yard 
equipment is very expensive 
and running costs are the 
only item that each mill can 
control. Asking your operators 
to run with the load close to 
the ground is much easier 
on the machine and reduces 
expensive maintenance costs.

Log yard capital investment planning should start at the ground floor 
with a group discussion about what is needed (not everything will get 
done in one year, see planning below). Is it the underfoot conditions 
that will drive the need for capital or your mobile fleet plan?

Put real numbers down on paper, complete an ROI analysis and be 
able to back it up. Supply options at presentation to justify your claims. 
Remember that your document will be read by others and your name 
will be on it so do your best to make sure your numbers are achievable 
and measureable.

capital investments

It takes years to get our personnel highly skilled, productive and pro-
ficient at their jobs. We find ourselves blessed with skilled individuals 
at our mills who are getting a little closer to retirement each day.

If you ask any mill yard supervisor the average age of his employ-
ees, you usually get a number that suggests a vast majority of his 
crew is close to retirement age.

Over the past several years we have been engaged in cost reduction 
to enhance shareholder value, some of which has been at a detri-
ment of having extra staff being engaged in onsite training programs. 
I suggest that perhaps you may want to start a modest on-site 
program to have some young blood ready to take over vacancies left 
by retiring personnel.

human assets

keep roWs high and tight

hot decking

The perfect yard should have excel-
lent water drainage away from the mill. 
Good in and out access for loaded and 
unloaded trucks. Inventory rows stacked 
high and tight to allow for more inventory 
closer to the infeeds and help prevent 
weather damage to the wood. 

Access down the middle of the yard with 
road around the outside of the yard for 

truck and machine right of way. Rows 
would be lined up in an East to West 
configuration as shown in the attached 
model.

The yard should have enough room at 
the infeed deck to not create potential 
hazards with traffic flow. There needs to 
be enough room to allow for machines to 
off load trucks when Hot Decking.

mill

inFeed decks
Should have no issues with standing 
water, reasonably flat working area, 
enough room for the machines, 
loaded trucks and the occasional 
service truck or pick up.

One way in and one way out for 
the haul trucks; heavy machinery 
always have the right of way.

Everyone needs to be monitoring the 
radio, always know where everyone 
else is. Safety first.

The mother of all poor infeed deck 
designs is not enough room, very 
steep up (loaded) ramp and a sharp 
corner at the bottom.

This is a difficult topic because our industry is global—hard to predict 
global fluctuations in markets weekly never mind far out in the future. 
You should still have a basic plan on what everyone agrees with looking 
forward in time.

What will the mill yard look like in ten years, smaller or larger?

How about machines? Seems that mill owners are driven by what the 
machine manufacturers build based on best guessing and competitive 
pressures.

How about asking the mill what they would like to see going forward, 
put the task to paper, develop and offer the mills the end product. What 
a novel idea.

team Work cuts doWn on truck 
unloading during peak periods.

• Does your machinery dealer 
offer first class support and 
training?

• Do they train your service per-
sonnel on the new machine you 
just took delivery of?

• Do they offer operator training on 
the new machine? With machine 
technology changing so quickly, 
this is a must.

support & training
• How about the safety features 

of the new machine; are all the 
stakeholders aware of them?

• Will the dealer have the parts 
on hand when needed? Is this 
in writing?

• Does the new machine come 
with a fuel consumption guar-
antee?

• Make sure you are comfortable 
on all of this before you agree 
to buy.

active truck 
unloading 

area

traFFic FloW and mill yard layout
Tel. 604-990-9970 / www.forestnet.com

About this Wall Chart
This wall chart was put together by Wayne Wood who used his over 40 years of 

experience and knowledge in the industry as well as discussions with a cross sec-

tion of long term mill yard managers and supervisors over the past year. The chart 

by no means reflects all the issues facing our industry, just a few that were thought 

noteworthy. Wayne can be contacted for any further discussion by phone at (604) 

312-2494 or e mail at wayne_brenda@shaw.ca.

RELIABILITY + SERVICE = PROFITS

 Service First www.gwequipment.com

Keep your inventory piles 
high and tight to help protect 
the wood from the elements. 
This example shows some 
wood overlap that should be 
avoided for easier extraction.

CTL offloading, one bite per 
loose bundle on a very flat ac-
tive offload site with no visual 
obstructions in all directions. t
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inFeed 
decks

empty trucks

...to fit your purpose:

PURPOSE-BUILT...

www.sennebogen-na.com  |  +1-704-347-4910

• Higher stacking
• Pick & carry
• Trailer pulling

• Faster cycles
• Less log damage
• Improved safety 

• Lift more
• Infeed loading
• CTL, Whole tree, Chips

SEE OUR FULL RANGE OF MOBILE AND STATIONARY LOG LOADERS

Learn more about today’s  
purpose-built log-handlers at  
www.sennebogen-na.com/logging
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